Introduction
During a sudden crisis scenario, earthquake, flood or something similar, one of the major problems
facing a lot of people is the lack of information about the people in the area. People don't know where
their friends and members of the family are. Even if they are well and fine, sharing this information
with everyone interested is difficult since the phone lines and networks might be broken or at least in
heavy use. Also the rescue workers trying to help people would want to know who is in the area and
how they are doing. This information can help them coordinate their work better.
As a solution for this problem we propose a shared information system for collecting the information
about the people in the crisis area which can be updated as new information arrives. The information
can be updated by the people themselves, by rescue workers and by the community users who have
information about a person in the area. This way sharing information becomes easier and all the
interested people can find it in one location. This should reduce the burden on phone lines and Internet
network in the crisis area.
The goals of our solution:
 Gathering the information about the people in crisis area in one location
 Providing easy way of accessing this information to everyone interested - Officials, rescue
workers working in the area, people with friends or relatives at the area
 Providing easy way of updating the information about missing people
 Identifying the people found but not identified - children, injured or deceased people
 Providing general statistics about the crisis and it’s development in the area to anyone interested
Mainly our system offers a common way of communicating and sharing information between all the
people involved in crisis scenario. It tries to ease the distress caused by lack of information about
people in the crisis area and to give the officials and rescue workers better information about the status
of the crisis scenario.

Use Case
Our system has three major user types: the officials in charge of the crisis area, the rescue workers
trying to help people and the community users – the people outside the crisis area who are looking for
friends or relatives in the area or who are otherwise interested in the situation there. The following use
case presents a typical usage scenario for our system. The use of CrySYS starts after a crisis has
occurred somewhere.
The first thing to do is to setup a crisis scenario by inputting the location and name for the crisis. This
is done on map view and it acts as a preliminary action for all future steps. Now adding, updating and
viewing the information can start.
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Figure 1: CrySYS use case diagram
First the officials of the area should input the list of all the residents. Also hotels, hostels and such
should add the list of their quests to the system. After this other people, the community users can add
information about the people they know to be in the area, but who are yet not listed in the system.
After the basic information of the people in the area has been input, their status has been set as
unknown. Now the updating of these statuses can start. The people can update the information
themselves to inform anyone interested that they are ok, or other people like medical personnel can do
these updates for them. With the updates the overall picture of the crisis can be made more realistic and
maybe most importantly the information of a person’s status can be shared easily with the friends and
relatives etc. who are trying to contact him/her.
CrySYS can also be used to identify people. When rescue workers come across a person they can't
identify for whatever reason, they can take a picture of that person and publish along the location
he/she was found. This way the people browsing the information in CrySYS system can identify them.
For the people coordinating the rescue work in crisis area, one of the main features of CrySYS is the
statistics it provides. All the time our system can present the number of people missing, found, in
hospital etc. in the crisis area. This information can help focusing the rescue work more efficiently.

Figure 2: crySYS usage scenario
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Architecture
The CrySYS architecture has four main parts visible in Figure 3: The CrySYS service and three clients
– web, mobile and Excel. The CrySYS service acts as a central connection point for sharing the
information between different clients – each designed for different users and usage scenarios.

Figure 3: CrySYS Architecture
All the basic functionalities of the system will be implemented in the server and they are accessible
through Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) web service interfaces. The service offers the
following functions for inputting and getting data to/from CrySYS database.
 Get/Set Person data
Person data is the basic information of a person like name and contact information. The setting happens
mostly by officials inputting list of local residents, but also other people can input the information of
friend, relative etc. who they know to be in the area.
 Get/Set Status data
The status data tells the status of a person. In the beginning, after a person’s info has been inputted to
crySYS system, the status is set as unknown. Whenever new information arrives, the status is updated.
The status can be updated by anyone with information of a person. The status data is important when
people are searching for the information about the people they know, as it tells whether they are found
and if they are ok.
 Get/Set Picture
People can input a picture of a person they know to help in the search of this person or a picture of
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unidentified person so that community users may identify him/her.
 Get Crisis statistics
The crisis statistics tell general numerical data about certain crisis scenario like the number of people
involved and how their statuses have changed over time.
 Get/Set Crisis info
The crisis info is the identification information of a crisis location.
The main user interface will be the web user interface implemented with Silverlight. The user interface
relies on Bing map to show the locations of the crisis and the people in the area. This user interface can
be used by all users, by the officials in charge, by the people working in field of the crisis area and by
community users - people outside the crisis location who are interested in the crisis or who have some
information about people in the area.
Mobile client is meant for people working in crisis area helping people. Using the mobile client they
can update information about people they encounter or they can take pictures of unidentified people
and upload them to the server so the community users may identify them.
The Excel client is a simple client meant just for adding information about a list of people. It can be
used by officials who have the information about the residents of the area or for example hotel staff
who can add the information about their clients.
The CrySYS system also supports sharing the information it contains to other social networks like
Facebook or Twitter. This way the information about the crisis in general and about people in the area
can reach a larger audience without the need for everyone to check the CrySYS website.

Conclusions
One of the major challenges during a crisis situation is the lack of information about the people in the
crisis area. People are trying to find out how their friends and relatives are doing, but contacting them
can be difficult as the phone and Internet networks in the area may be damaged or at least are under
heavy use.
The CrySYS system presented here is designed to ease to trouble caused by this lack of information
during a crisis. It is a shared information system for officials and rescue workers on the scene as well as
for the community users around the world trying to locate their loved ones or just generally interested
in the situation.
We feel that by providing this kind of centralized way of communication we can help people locate
their friends or relatives in the scene of the crisis more easily and in the same time help the officials and
rescue workers get better information about the crisis and to coordinate their work more effectively
based on this information. Also the CrySYS system can be used to raise awareness about the crisis and
can therefore help at collecting donations for helping the people who suffered in the crisis.
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